East is East, and West is West, and never the twain shall meet.
(Rudyard Kipling) 1 Let a hundred flowers bloom and a hundred schools of thought contend.
(Mao Zedong)
In the Preface I have explained the deliberate use of the word 'perspectives' rather than the word 'theory' in the title of this book. In trying to present a coherent picture of the various perspectives, views, and aspects, I have endeavoured to build a body of knowledge about Chinese International Relations. In other words, I have tried to theorise, and my theorising has been based on an analysis of the current literature and events rather than on some grand theory or ideology. Clearly, the current Chinese perspectives can only form a peripheral school in IR theorising, which is closely related to thinking. Some scholars have even pointed out that to think is to theorise.
2 Here I want to make a subtle difference: theorising refers to an academic enterprise, while thinking carries a greater policy sense in that thinking leads more directly to behaviour than theorising does. Based on this assumption, it is no wonder that academics in general pay relatively little attention to Chinese theorising, unlike policy-makers around the world who pay increasing attention to what a rising China may or may not do, and hence to what Chinese leaders think and calculate.
If the policy world is to influence the academic world, as it often does in countries like the United States and elsewhere, then it is likely that increasing academic attention will be paid to the Chinese perspectives. This book is a first step in that direction. It will be naive to think that the peripheral Chinese school will become the central school in the academic world in the near future. However, the possiblity exists that this Chinese school may attract more serious attention than it has hitherto been able to do, thus moving from a peripheral position to a semi-peripheral one.
Before this happens, if it happens at all in the foreseeable future, a kind of 'two-cultures' problem will persist: the Western 'culture' of IR theorising, and the Chinese 'culture' of IR theorising. At present, both 'cultures' are largely talking past each other. But increasing interdependence of one kind or another will inevitably bring the two together into some kind of uneasy dialogue before they can talk comfortably with each other. If this simple dichotomy is extended to cover other areas of IR development, then we may be facing a 'manycultures' problem today in IR theorising.
The dominance of American theorisation of IR is an objective state of affairs. It is being sustained by the comprehensive power of the United States, which has the largest community of IR specialists, the best colleges and schools of international affairs, the brightest professors and graduate students, the most prestigious academic journals, and the largest amount of funding to support the study. The tyranny of sheer power, influence, and 'cultural imperialism' is there to stay. The cost of this dominance is, however, the stifling of indigenous developments in IR studies elsewhere. The European school, especially the English school, fares much better, for obvious reasons, than non-Anglo Saxon schools such as those in the developing world of Asia, Africa, and Latin America.
From a historical perspective, not all that a tyrant does is bad. Chinese history tells us that Emperor Qin Shihuang was an absolute tyrant. He burned books and executed scholars. But he was also the first emperor to unite China, to build a network of roads and canals to facilitate trade and communication. The American dominance over IR studies does have its benefits. It sets the academic standard, gives the discipline of IR its distinctiveness, helps scholars of other nationalities to theorise, and most important of all, it is a society open to criticism.
It is when non-Western practice (experience) meets Western theory that an outsider may become an insider and that a one-world conceptualisation may become a many-worlds conceptualisation. IR theorising thus becomes more interesting and challenging.
